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The Mountains Shadow Lycanthropy Files Book 1
Hunter vs Hunted. Man vs Nature. ""It reads like a mix between The Loop and
Jurassic Park, 5*" Sophie. C" ""If you go down to the woods today, you're in for a
beast of a surprise!" B. Benfield" It is a dark moonless night in the Highlands of
Scotland. A lorry slowly navigates the twists and turns of the loch-side road as
rain begins to pelt against the windscreen. It is the early hours of the morning and
the road is empty. The driver wipes his eyes and winds down the window to let
the air and rain revive him. As he rounds a bend, he catches a glimpse of
something sleek and black pulling the carcass of a deer into the undergrowth. He
feels a shiver run down his spine and winds the window back up. He tells no-one.
When evidence of a remarkable predator is discovered in the Highlands of
Scotland, Thomas Walker finds himself confronted with his past and a creature
the likes of which he had never wanted to face again. As its devastating rampage
goes unchecked and threatens his home, the woman he loves and his very way
of life, an older and much more human adversary seeks him out. How long had it
surveyed Glen Cannich from the mountainside and how long would they survive
its presence? There are nearly 2,000 reported sightings of what have become
known as mystery big cats across the UK every year. Some, such as the beasts
of Bodmin and Dartmoor have become infamous. Their origin and identity remain
unknown. Shadow Beast, the new chiller from Luke Phillips offers a terrifying and
deadly explanation.
Life as she knew it is over. At the next full moon, the real trouble begins…
Epidemiologist Joanie Fisher can’t catch a break. After her lab burns to the
ground, her boss simultaneously fires her and ends their affair. And though she’s
inherited her grandfather’s multimillion-dollar estate, Joanie’s shocked to
discover the property comes infested with werewolves. Confronted by a ruggedly
handsome shifter who begs her to continue her cutting edge research into the
wolves’ physical changes, Joanie unearths a sinister conspiracy that puts her
own life in danger. And as she pushes hard to find the cure, shadowy figures will
do anything to make sure she never develops a treatment… including resorting to
murder. Can Joanie end the wolfish disease before she’s next on a killer’s list?
The Wolf’s Shadow is the first book in the pulse-pounding Lycanthropy Files
urban fantasy series. If you like strong female characters, insidious cabals, and
medical thriller-style storytelling, then you’ll love Cecilia Dominic’s hair-raising
genre mashup. Buy The Wolf’s Shadow to claw your way to the truth today.
Series order: The Wolf's Shadow Long Shadows Blood's Shadow A Million
Shadows: A Lycanthropy Files novella ***This book was formerly titled, The
Mountain's Shadow, originally published by Samhain Publishing in October
2013***
Recently voted the greatest fantasy of all time, after The Lord of the Rings and
The Hobbit, Gene Wolfe's The Book of the New Sun is an extraordinary epic, set
a million years in the future, on an Earth transformed in mysterious and wondrous
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ways, in a time when our present culture is no longer even a memory. Severian,
the central character, is a torturer, exiled from his guild after falling in love with
one of his victims, and journeying to the distant city of Thrax, armed with his
ancient executioner's sword, Terminus Est. This edition contains the second two
volumes of this four volume novel, The Sword of the Lictor and The Citadel of the
Autarch.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Jennifer L. Armentrout comes a new
novel in her Blood and Ash series… Is Love Stronger Than Vengeance? A
Betrayal… Everything Poppy has ever believed in is a lie, including the man she
was falling in love with. Thrust among those who see her as a symbol of a
monstrous kingdom, she barely knows who she is without the veil of the Maiden.
But what she does know is that nothing is as dangerous to her as him. The Dark
One. The Prince of Atlantia. He wants her to fight him, and that’s one order
she’s more than happy to obey. He may have taken her, but he will never have
her. A Choice…. Casteel Da’Neer is known by many names and many faces. His
lies are as seductive as his touch. His truths as sensual as his bite. Poppy knows
better than to trust him. He needs her alive, healthy, and whole to achieve his
goals. But he’s the only way for her to get what she wants—to find her brother Ian
and see for herself if he has become a soulless Ascended. Working with Casteel
instead of against him presents its own risks. He still tempts her with every
breath, offering up all she’s ever wanted. Casteel has plans for her. Ones that
could expose her to unimaginable pleasure and unfathomable pain. Plans that
will force her to look beyond everything she thought she knew about
herself—about him. Plans that could bind their lives together in unexpected ways
that neither kingdom is prepared for. And she’s far too reckless, too hungry, to
resist the temptation. A Secret… But unrest has grown in Atlantia as they await
the return of their Prince. Whispers of war have become stronger, and Poppy is
at the very heart of it all. The King wants to use her to send a message. The
Descenters want her dead. The wolven are growing more unpredictable. And as
her abilities to feel pain and emotion begin to grow and strengthen, the Atlantians
start to fear her. Dark secrets are at play, ones steeped in the blood-drenched
sins of two kingdoms that would do anything to keep the truth hidden. But when
the earth begins to shake, and the skies start to bleed, it may already be too late.
When my magic manifested at puberty, my parents sold me to the Illuminati.
They trained me as an assassin, spy, and thief.For years, I used my magic to
eliminate their enemies and accomplish their objectives. But when they sent me
to steal a magical artifact that reveals Truth in all things, I discovered that I was
working for the Dark and not the Light.Thousands of miles away, I landed a job in
a quirky little bar. But the scattered remnants of the Order still strive for world
domination, and no one leaves the Illuminati alive.
From #1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs comes a fantastical
series set in a world where magic is the only thing that stands between humanity
and total destruction... Seraph is a Raven mage, and among the last of the
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Travelers who ensure that the city of Colossae is safe from evil. Unwelcome by
those who fear magic, the wizard clans have been decimated by the very people
they’ve sworn to protect. But Seraph is spared a similar fate by the ex-soldier
Tier—and together they build a life where she is no longer burdened by her
people’s responsibility. But now Tier is missing—or dead—and Seraph’s reprieve
from her duty is over. Using her magic to discover her husband’s fate, Seraph
realizes the prison that holds the evil entity known as Stalker is weakening—and
only Seraph can fulfill her ancestors’ oath...
Tricia Levenseller, author of Daughter of the Pirate King, is back with an epic YA
tale of ambition and love in The Shadows Between Us... “They’ve never found
the body of the first and only boy who broke my heart. And they never will.”
Alessandra is tired of being overlooked, but she has a plan to gain power: 1) Woo
the Shadow King. 2) Marry him. 3) Kill him and take his kingdom for herself. No
one knows the extent of the freshly crowned Shadow King’s power. Some say
he can command the shadows that swirl around him to do his bidding. Others say
they speak to him, whispering the thoughts of his enemies. Regardless,
Alessandra knows what she deserves, and she’s going to do everything within
her power to get it. But Alessandra’s not the only one trying to kill the king. As
attempts on his life are made, she finds herself trying to keep him alive long
enough for him to make her his queen—all while struggling not to lose her heart.
After all, who better for a Shadow King than a cunning, villainous queen? “Tricia
Levenseller’s latest, The Shadows Between Us, is a decadent and wickedly
addictive fantasy, full of schemes and court intrigue, and delightful descriptions of
food, which I am always a fan of.” —Kendare Blake, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of the Three Dark Crowns series
WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY HELEN SIMPSON From familiar fairy tales and
legends âe" Red Riding Hood, Bluebeard, Puss in Boots, Beauty and the Beast,
vampires and werewolves âe" Angela Carter has created an absorbing collection
of dark, sensual, fantastic stories.
On her vacation at Shadow Ranch, young detective Nancy Drew encounters a
mystery involving a phantom horse, a haunted ghost-town and a perilous gang of
cowboy thieves
A banished Fae. A veil of lies. She has one chance to return home - will a secret
project derail it? Reine will seriously do anything for redemption. Exiled to Earth
after failing to protect her brother, she leaps at the chance to get back into Faerie
when her scornful mother proposes a pact. But Reine knows she better be
careful, because Fae bargains are always loaded with tricks… Ordered to smoke
out a traitor on a team of supernatural scientists, Reine barely survives an attack
by a vicious shifter. And after discovering a shadowy manipulator is intent on
seeing her fail, Reine must confront a deadly conspiracy that could spell the end
for her kind. Can Reine unmask a sinister cabal and finally make her mom
happy? The Shadow Project is the mesmerizing first book in The Fae Files urban
fantasy series. If you like snarky heroines, memorable creatures, and unique
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magical worlds, then you’ll love Cecilia Dominic’s spellbinding story. Buy The
Shadow Project to pierce the veil today!
The allies of the night prepare for the final, deadly confrontation. Darren and Mr
Crepsley will get more than they bargained for when they come face to face with
the Vampaneze Lord.
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal
boy. He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a graveyard, being raised
by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the
dead. There are adventures in the graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a
gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if
Bod leaves the graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has
already killed Bod's family.
If you like hair-raising mysteries, complex characters, and stories that blend
science and magic, then you'll love Cecilia Dominic's Lycanthropy Files series.
Book One - The Mountain's Shadow She's a scientist who doesn't believe in
werewolves. That won't help her if they tear out her throat. Joanie Fisher’s
career is sabotaged just when she is about to hit the mother lode of all medical
discoveries. One step from discovering the origin of a Chronic Lycanthropy
Syndrome outbreak and ten steps ahead of other researchers, her hard work was
not only paying off, but gaining the wrong kind of attention. She may have been
forced to leave her position, but her research follows her to the estate of her
missing grandfather. Ensconced deep in the Ozark Mountains at Wolfsbane
Manor, Joanie’s life takes another sharp turn. When a sexy werewolf seeks her
help, Joanie finds herself in the middle of the mystery of missing local children
and a chilling family curse. When Joanie discovers the truth, it may be too late to
stop a devastating epidemic with no cure… Book Two - Long Shadows This time,
being true to herself could be a deadly mistake. Lonna Marconi likes to solve
problems. The hard kind. A social worker by day, P.I. in her “spare time,” she’s
figured out how to handle her little “werewolf problem.” After a dose of
wolfsbane, her physical body stays safe in bed while her wolf goes spirit walking.
If only she didn’t have a mind of her own… Deep in the Appalachians, Lonna
learns a family secret that means she’s unique, even among werewolves. Now
she’s pursued by a rogue sorcerer with poisonous intentions, other wizards
who’d like to throw her in a gilded prison, and a band of ghostly wolves thirsting
for her blood. Worse, there’s only one man who can protect her, and even he
demands a price: her heart. Even though his own may be forever beyond her
reach. Book Three - Blood's Shadow The disease has teeth…but the cure could
be deadly. As Investigator for the Lycanthrope Council, Gabriel McCord went
above and beyond his official title to keep werewolf kind out of the public eye.
Now he has a new challenge as the liaison to the Institute for Lycanthrope
Reversal, advocating for humans turned werewolf against their will. The
Institute’s controversial “treatment” is generally accepted – until one of the
project’s scientists is found murdered at his desk. The suspect list is long: purists
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who believe lycanthropism is a non-returnable gift; wolf-borns who want the cure
for their own; and the ethereal Selene Rial, an Institute psychologist who’s lost
her most precious possession to a secret society dedicated to the annihilation of
werewolves. If Gabriel fails to solve this case, the fragile peace between wizards
and lycanthropes could shatter, and his friends’ lives could be ruined. But even if
he succeeds, he has to face the consequences of his heart being pulled in a
dangerous direction – a woman whose secrets could destroy them both. Bonus
novella - A Million Shadows Witches, werewolves, and murder - oh, my! Former
model and heartbreaker Kyra Ellison is accustomed to making trouble, not being
on the receiving end. When she’s kicked out of her family’s Ozarks cabin where
she's been taking refuge - okay, hiding - after a wicked ancient syndrome
wrecked her old life, she's forced to go to Salem, Massachusetts. Yes, that
Salem, where a murder, witches with secrets, and handsome billionaire make
danger irresistible. Kyra finds she's not the only one with secrets and skeletons in
her family closet, but some are more deadly than others. A confrontation with
ancient danger and a new foe forces her to choose between the old life she's
been craving and the new love that might make everything worth it in the end.
All vampires suck. Sterling just happens to be very good at it. Vainglorious
vampire Sterling is forced to trade his big city hedonism for a trip to a sleepy
mountain town, where mangled dead bodies have been discovered. Soon he's
entangled with snooty vampire nobles, territorial werewolves, and a society of lawenforcing sorcerers. The locals aren't so bad, like the luscious young lady at the
fruit shop, or the hunky electrician whose smile sends out sparks. But they're
distractions from the hunt for the mountain murderer. And then there's the eerie
enigma: why are all these corpses missing their faces?
Sometimes, you need a demon to fight demons. Lincoln Marshall is a small-town
deputy with a very big problem. Six members of his church have been found
dead, killed by a rogue werewolf. He’ll have to make a deal with the Devil to
save victims that have gone missing — maybe literally. Elise Kavanagh,
preternatural investigator and exorcist, is the expert when it comes to violent
deaths at the jaws of evil. She’s also among the most powerful demons that Hell
has spawned. Elise jumps at Lincoln’s case, and it’s not just because of his
down-home charm. Someone’s laid a trap for her in Northgate, and she wants to
find out who. She’ll have to team up with Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the last
surviving werewolf pack, to figure out who’s trying to blame the murders on
werewolves. Only together can they stop the killings — and uncover the secrets
buried in Northgate. keywords: demons, angels, urban fantasy novel, occult
supernatural, supernatural suspense, paranormal romance, dark fantasy,
exorcism exorcist, werewolves, werewolf pack
An ancient energy. A daring expedition. Two misfit scientists in a race against
time… Iris McTavish always wanted to follow in her father's footsteps. But when
his sudden death leaves her household on the brink of ruin, she may have to
choose an unwanted marriage over her passion of archaeology. To save her
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house and prove her worth, she embarks on a mysterious and dangerous
expedition… Edward Bailey's strict scientific code holds back his anxiety and
heartbreak. With his professorship and his department in danger, however, he
realizes he'll need to find the secret to turning unstable aether into limitless power
to keep himself afloat. And for once, Edward can't do it alone… As Iris and
Edward seek out hidden clues, they're hunted by clockwork spies and a shadowy
society. During their dash across Europe, the misfit explorers must work together
to crack a worldwide energy crisis and discover the truth if they want to stay alive.
Eros Element is the thrilling first book in Aether Psychics, a series of Victorianera steampunk adventures. If you like puzzling mysteries, incredible inventions,
and a touch of magic, then you'll love Cecilia Dominic's high-spirited series. Buy
Eros Element today to embark on a charming clockwork adventure!
The first volume in J.R.R. Tolkien's epic adventure THE LORD OF THE RINGS One
Ring to rule them all, One Ring to find them, One Ring to bring them all and in the
darkness bind them In ancient times the Rings of Power were crafted by the Elvensmiths, and Sauron, the Dark Lord, forged the One Ring, filling it with his own power so
that he could rule all others. But the One Ring was taken from him, and though he
sought it throughout Middle-earth, it remained lost to him. After many ages it fell into the
hands of Bilbo Baggins, as told in The Hobbit. In a sleepy village in the Shire, young
Frodo Baggins finds himself faced with an immense task, as his elderly cousin Bilbo
entrusts the Ring to his care. Frodo must leave his home and make a perilous journey
across Middle-earth to the Cracks of Doom, there to destroy the Ring and foil the Dark
Lord in his evil purpose. “A unique, wholly realized other world, evoked from deep in
the well of Time, massively detailed, absorbingly entertaining, profound in meaning.” –
New York Times
A Missing Ferryman. An Undead Dilemma. An Immortal Detective. An emissary from
the Dark Council has just materialized in the office of the Montague & Strong Detective
Agency, and makes Simon Strong an offer he can't refuse. Charon is missing. The
legendary ferryman responsible for transporting souls across the river Styx hasn't been
seen in days. And with each passing hour, those unable to cross the river are left to
walk among the living, tilting the world further out of balance.Meet Simon Strong, an
immortal, who is also the best private detective in New York City. Together with his
surly partner-Tristan Montague, a mage of indeterminate age, they must find the
Ferryman and get him back to work before another Supernatural War ravages the
earth, destroys humanity, and Simon's local coffee shop.Time is running out. His
landlord wants the rent and Karma with a capital K is paying him a visit, and she can be
a real... Join the Montague & Strong Detective Agency and help them locate Charon, so
he can restore balance to the universe, put the dead to rest, and maybe solve the ageold conundrum-coffee or tea?
She has one “simple” task to complete to earn her way back home. Too bad the
monster she needs to capture is hunting her, too. Nobody said Fae life was easy...
Reine has one minor loose end to tie up before she’ll be allowed to return to Faerie —
an invisible soul-eating creature is on the loose at a major fantasy convention, and the
hotel manager doesn’t believe in the paranormal. As if living in a horror movie isn’t
bad enough, Reine’s brother Rhys and the gargoyle she’s becoming too attracted to
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have some sort of history between them. Instead of a “loose end,” Reine is dealing
with the unraveling of her life. Can she embrace a side of herself she’s afraid to
acknowledge and defeat the soul-eater in time to meet the conditions of her bargain to
return to Faerie? Or will her life – as well as those of the convention-goers – be
sacrificed for greed, ambition, and a good performance review? Or worst of all, will love
tempt her to stay on Earth? In this second installment of the Fae Files, Reine has to
balance her desire to return home with the humanity she doesn’t want to admit she has
and the need for a love she can’t accept. If you like snarky, con?icted heroines, slowburn romance subplots, and lots of drama, then Shadows of the Heart is the book for
you. Preorder Shadows of the Heart to immerse yourself in a strange yet familiar new
world today!
Have you ever been so stubborn that you failed at something? Yeah? Me too! I hail
from an ancient line of werewolves, so you’d think being me would be easy. If only two
very important things were not standing in my way. ONE: Zach Brighton - my betrothed.
TWO: My wolf was very different! Everyone said I should be happy he still wanted me. I
was not. Then, I met someone else, a mystery man who changed everything, but held
secrets of his own that threatened his ability to claim me. Maybe I wasn’t meant to be
claimed. Maybe I was broken. Or Maybe, I was just waiting for my new life to catch up.
This is book ONE of The Ancients Series. This paranormal romantic suspense story
MUST be read in order. The main character's story concludes in book 4, but all four of
those books are already available! 1 - Shadows of the Ancients 2 - Falling into the
White 3 - Branches of the Willow 4 - Bound by the Moon 5 - Stars from Author J. Kirsch
- One sexy, witty, enticingly snarky wolf girl? Check. A unique take on werewolf power
and relationship dynamics? Check. This is an overall fun read with dialogue that will
have you laughing out loud at times and raising your eyebrows at others. In one
evening I ran across this deliciously wolfy paranormal book, and a few hours later I had
to buy book #2 and #3 in the series. Yes, it's THAT good. If you like Patricia Briggs or
Jeaniene Frost, you will enjoy Ms. Butler's writing.
Your favorite series takes a new twist. Walter and GJ have the opportunity of a lifetime:
become FBI agents. But once you’re in NightShade, the secrets start coming out…
Former marine turned Private Investigator, Walter Reed, has been given yet another
strange and amazing opportunity: to become an agent with the FBI’s NightShade
division. Though confident her training will make Quantico a cake walk—even with only
one leg—Walter is discovering her shot at a new career has disaster written all over it.
Her first hurdle? Walter doesn’t graduate training if her new partner GJ Janson doesn’t
graduate, too… After previously being arrested by the FBI, GJ Janson hopes to redeem
herself with the chance to become an agent. Unfortunately, her snooping around her
grandfather’s laboratory reveals he’s been hiding strange skeletons—with strikingly
similar anomalies to those she notices in her friend Donovan. When a weekend visit to
her grandfather’s lab yields a fresh body, GJ goes into investigation mode. But the
body is that of a fellow NightShade agent, and Walter and GJ quickly realize that
nothing in NightShade is what it seems—not the case, the other agents, nor even their
job descriptions. Only one thing is clear: the killer is coming after them next. And they
suspect it’s someone GJ knows. Contains elements of: Supernatural fiction,
Supernatural thriller, Werewolves, Shifters, Witch, Werewolf, Shifter, Witch,
Supernatural, Supernatural books, Paranormal suspense, FBI, Supernatural detective,
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Police procedural, FBI suspense, FBI series, FBI thriller, Body farm, Bones, X-Files,
Forensics, Forensic fiction, Forensic suspense, CSI, Forensic science, Medical thriller,
Occult, Cult, Terrorist cell, Terrorist threat, Kidnapping, Conspiracy, Murder,
Government conspiracy, Missing bones, Firestarter, Psychokinesis, Telekinesis, FBI
agents, Quantico, FBI training, Mystery, Thriller, Suspense, Supernatural, Missing
sister, New Orleans, Voodoo, Hudu, Hoodoo, Vudu, Spells, Magic, Powers,
Superpowers, Secret city, Secret town, High IQ, Genius, Crime, Mermaids, Selkie,
Caribbean, Missing, AWOL, Serial killer, Psychological thriller, Medical thriller, African
American, East Indian For fans of: Stephen King, Dean Koontz, Michael Crichton,
Harlen Coben, Michael Connelly, Patricia Cornwell, Andrew Mayne, C. M. Sutton,
Kendra Elliot, Lisa Gardner, Patricia Gibney, Blake Pierce, Tami Hoag, Hank Phillipi
Ryan, Steig Larssen, Lisa Regan, Rachel Amphlett, Jane Gorman, Linda Castillo,
Catherin Coulter , John Altman, J. T. Elliot, C. J. Ryan, Melissa F Miller, Karen Harper,
Mark Olshaker, Carla Neggers, Nina Laurin, Laura Griffin, Jefferson Bass, Robin
Burcell, Alafair Burke, Rachel Caine, C. J. Carmichael, Tess Gerritsen, Allison Brennan,
Lisa Jackson, Karin Slaughter, Tom Piccirilli, A. G. Riddle, Ian C. P. Irving, Ninie
Hammon, Eric Rickstad, Eric Greyson, Mark Gimenez, Joseph A. Turkot, Jeff Lindsay
The USA Today bestselling author tempts success in this stunning debut novel.
National bestselling author Eileen Wilks draws readers into a bold new world where the
magical and mundane co-exist in an uneasy alliance--and a cop balanced on her own
knife-edged struggle is their only hope against a cold-blooded killer.
She dreams of joining the scientific elite. He’s desperate to save his business and his
sister. Together, they may hold the turnkey to adventure… Terminus, 1871. Fiona Telfair
won’t give up her gears and gadgets for the ball and chain of marriage. But her future
as a tinkerer comes under attack when nutcracker automatons raid the trade hall
masquerade party and kidnap her fellow inventors. With her brilliant engineer father
among those taken, Fiona’s only hope of rescuing him lies with the captivating rail
baron who rescued her from the fray. Devon Meriweather can only keep his train
empire on track if he marries into an influential family. And he also needs the
connections to make sure his chronically ill sibling can marry well. So no matter how
engaging and beautiful the firmly working-class Fiona may be, he knows she’ll only
ever be a partner in solving crimes. As they work closely hunting for clues to the
strange aether-powered apparatus and magical mice, the intrepid duo can’t deny their
budding feelings. But neither can afford a distracting courtship with the growing threat
of the nutcrackers and their deadly chompers. Can Fiona and Devon expose the
menacing mastermind behind the machines and make their passion run like clockwork?
Mission: Nutcracker is the second book in the charming Inspector Davidson Mysteries
steampunk romance series. If you like plucky heroines, nineteenth-century mystique,
and unusual Christmas fairytale retellings, then you’ll love Cecilia Dominic’s yuletide
triumph. Buy Mission: Nutcracker to steam headlong into holiday fun today!
Her secret nature has the supernatural world thirsty for her blood. Can she unleash her
inner wolf before enemies hound her to her death? Lonna Marconi never wanted any of
this. Struggling to accept her new form as a werewolf, she’s desperate to maintain her
normal life as a social worker and part-time PI. But when her heightened senses reveal
her boss’s devious plans, she flees her pack and heads to the mountains to escape
capture. Unable to ditch the hunters on her tail by the time she finds her friends, Lonna
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fights tooth and nail to protect her kin. And when she awakens from a tranquilizer in the
arms of a handsome wizard, she’s terrified to discover that she’s lost her hidden
beast… and her only chance of survival. Can she claw her way out before evil claims her
life? Long Shadows is the heart-pounding second book in the Lycanthropy Files urban
fantasy series. If you like complex characters, forbidden romance, and dangerous
moonlight afflictions, then you’ll love Cecilia Dominic’s snarky tale. Buy Long Shadows
to howl for freedom today!

From the New York Times bestselling author of Cirque Du Freak comes a chilling
new series about one teen’s terrifying journey to the depths of darkness. Grubbs
Grady has stiff red hair and is a little big for his age, which means he can get into
R-rated movies. He hates history and loves bacon, rats, and playing tricks on his
squeamish older sister. And he’s about to learn three mind-blowing things: The
world is vicious. Magic is possible. Demons are real. When Grady opts out of a
family weekend trip, he never guesses that he’s about to head on his own
adventure—one that’s horrify and dangerous. Hungry demons and howling
werewolves haunt his waking nightmares... and threaten his life.
Honorable Mention, Rondo Hatton Award “Lengthy introduction…a nice
job…hitting on some of the very insignificant magazines”—Mani.com “A vein
worth mining”—Scarlet “In depth…both an affectionate look back, and a scholarly
study, of a period in horror history”—Scary Monsters Magazine “Includes all of
the Marvel B&W mags”—Famousmonsters of filmland.com.
This is a critical overview of monster magazines from the 1950s through the
1970s. “Monster magazine” is a blanket term to describe both magazines that
focus primarily on popular horror movies and magazines that contain stories
featuring monsters, both of which are illustrated in comic book style and printed
in black and white. The book describes the rise and fall of these magazines,
examining the contributions of Marvel Comics and several other well-known
companies, as well as evaluating the effect of the Comics Code Authority on both
present and future efforts in the field. It identifies several sub-genres, including
monster movies, zombies, vampires, sword-and-sorcery, and pulp-style fiction.
The work includes several indexes and technical credits.
The master of horror returns with another spine-tingling adventure in the fifth title
of the Demonata....
Forget what you've been told. Werewolves do exist. And their numbers are
growing. "Does for werewolves what The Walking Dead has done for zombies" ...
"Full of surprise and suspense" When a wave of vicious attacks sweeps across
London, there are reports of a Beast on the loose. There are fears of a Ripper
stalking the streets. But the truth is more terrifying than anyone can imagine.
Werewolves are prowling the city. Hunting and killing. Lycanthropy, a disease as
old as humanity, now threatens to destroy civilization. With no cure, no vaccine,
and millions of potential victims, it's spreading through the capital at exponential
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rates. And every werewolf bite has just two possible outcomes - death or
infection. The werewolf apocalypse is here, and it's only just beginning. WOLF
BLOOD is the first in the LYCANTHROPIC apocalyptic werewolf series. If you
enjoy the zombie apocalypse, dystopian or post-apocalyptic science fiction,
horror, grimdark or dark fantasy, or multi-protagonist sagas, don't miss out on the
next big trend in apocalyptic fiction.
A fictional Christian novel of mystery, suspense and humor for the purpose of
disciplining believers in the faith.
Endore’s classic werewolf novel—now back in print for the first time in over forty
years—helped define a genre and set a new standard in horror fiction The
werewolf is one of the great iconic figures of horror in folklore, legend, film, and
literature. And connoisseurs of horror fiction know that The Werewolf of Paris is a
cornerstone work, a masterpiece of the genre that deservedly ranks with Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, and Robert Louis Stevenson’s
The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Endore’s classic novel has not
only withstood the test of time since it was first published in 1933, but it boldly
used and portrayed elements of sexual compulsion in ways that had never been
seen before, at least not in horror literature. In this gripping work of historical
fiction, Endore’s werewolf, an outcast named Bertrand Caillet, travels across preRevolutionary France seeking to calm the beast within. Stunning in its sexual
frankness and eerie, fog-enshrouded visions, this novel was decidedly influential
for the generations of horror and science fiction authors who came afterward.
This urban fantasy boxed set contains the first three novels in The Ascension
Series and totals 300,000 words. When it comes to problems involving evil, Elise
Kavanagh is the expert in saving the day. Not only is she a legendary demon
hunter known as the Godslayer, she’s also the most powerful demon to ever
walk the Earth—a once-human creature that other demons now look up to as a
deity. Rylie Gresham is Alpha of the last werewolf pack. They’re hiding from
recent government laws regulating preternaturals and trying to avoid conflict. But
someone’s trying to get into Eden. The garden holds secrets too dangerous for
anyone to possess, including Elise’s former partner James Faulkner: a halfwitch, half-angel bent on becoming God. He doesn’t care what it takes to get into
Eden, and the werewolf pack gets trapped at the center of the conflict. Elise will
do anything to keep James—or anyone else—from reaching Eden, even if it means
journeying deep into Hell and seizing control of the City of Dis. Trapped between
shadow and light, Elise walks a fine line trying to save the world yet again…even if
it means losing her friends among the werewolves, the man she once loved, and
her soul itself. ABOUT SACRIFICED IN SHADOW Lincoln Marshall is a smalltown deputy with a very big problem. Six members of his church have been found
dead, killed by a rogue werewolf. He’ll have to make a deal with the Devil to
save victims that have gone missing—maybe literally. Elise Kavanagh,
preternatural investigator and exorcist, is the expert when it comes to violent
deaths at the jaws of evil. She’s also among the most powerful demons that Hell
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has spawned. Elise jumps at Lincoln’s case, and it’s not just because of his
down-home charm. Someone’s laid a trap for her in Northgate, and she wants to
find out who. She’ll have to team up with Rylie Gresham, Alpha of the last
surviving werewolf pack, to figure out who’s trying to blame the murders on
werewolves. Only together can they stop the killings—and uncover the secrets
buried in Northgate. ABOUT OATHS OF BLOOD Werewolves are immune to
every illness and can heal any wound. It should be impossible for one to become
possessed by a demon. But that’s exactly what Seth Wilder is facing: a werewolf
gone insane from possession. He has no choice but to deliver her to the only
exorcist in America, Elise Kavanagh, who also happens to be a powerful demon
known as the Godslayer. Elise is in hiding when Seth and Rylie Gresham, Alpha
werewolf, arrive seeking her help. She agrees, but everything has its price. What
they learn about the possessed werewolf changes everything—Hell and Earth, the
pack, and the future of the entire world… ABOUT RULED BY STEEL Elise
Kavanagh failed to prevent the Breaking, and now Hell is spilling onto Earth.
She’s delved deep into the City of Dis in an attempt to stop the infernal
armies–but even the legendary Godslayer is unprepared to face Dis’s fiercest
demons, not to mention the responsibility of liberating the humans they’ve
enslaved. On Earth, rogue angel Nash Adamson is wing-deep in damage control
after the Breaking, and his fellow angels don’t want to get involved. War is
approaching the werewolf sanctuary. If Heaven won’t help them, he’ll have to
turn to Hell for salvation. Everything hinges on who can control the City of Dis.
Elise and her allies have no choice but to rule by steel… Search Terms: exorcist,
fallen angels, demon hunter, cheap box set, bargain box set, urban fantasy
boxed set
Witches, werewolves, and murder - oh, my! Former model and heartbreaker Kyra
Ellison is accustomed to making trouble, not being on the receiving end. When
she’s kicked out of her family’s Ozarks cabin where she's been taking refuge okay, hiding - after a wicked ancient syndrome wrecked her old life, she's forced
to go to Salem, Massachusetts. Yes, that Salem, where a murder, witches with
secrets, and a handsome billionaire make danger irresistible. Kyra finds she's not
the only one with secrets and skeletons in her family closet, but some are more
deadly than others. A confrontation with ancient danger and a new foe forces her
to choose between the old life she's been craving and the new love she can't
resist. A Million Shadows is a supplemental novella in the Lycanthropy Files, an
urban fantasy series with the bite of a medical thriller. If you like magic,
compelling mysteries that keep you up past your bedtime, and hot wizards who
make you want to stay up all night, then you'll love A Million Shadows.
Life as she knew it is over. At the next full moon, the real trouble begins...
Epidemiologist Joanie Fisher can't catch a break. After her lab burns to the ground, her
boss simultaneously fires her and ends their affair. And though she's inherited her
grandfather's multimillion-dollar estate, Joanie's shocked to discover the property
comes infested with werewolves. Confronted by a ruggedly handsome shifter who begs
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her to continue her cutting edge research into the wolves' physical changes, Joanie
unearths a sinister conspiracy that puts her own life in danger. And as she pushes hard
to find the cure, shadowy figures will do anything to make sure she never develops a
treatment... including resorting to murder. Can Joanie end the wolfish disease before
she's next on a killer's list? The Wolf's Shadow is the first book in the pulse-pounding
Lycanthropy Files urban fantasy series. If you like strong female characters, insidious
cabals, and medical thriller-style storytelling, then you'll love Cecilia Dominic's hairraising genre mashup. Buy The Wolf's Shadow to claw your way to the truth today.
Note: The Wolf's Shadow was originally published as The Mountain's Shadow.
Meet a witch with a secret, a man running from his future, and the demon that might
just bring them together. Tiffany Chiffon, proprietress of bachelorette party venue
Bride's Best Friend has a reputation to preserve - "Happy brides go to the Bride's Best
Friend." However, when a cursed bride who's being stalked by a demon shows up in
her shop, Tiffany quickly ends up over her head, and rose quartz and delicious baked
goods may not be enough to help her. Oh, and there's a handsome stranger who
knows too much about her past and a snarky catfish, too. Like a cupcake, this novelette
(long short story) is the perfect treat to brighten your day. Go ahead and grab your copy
now. Catfish not included.
Be careful what you wish for… Exiled Fae princess Reine’s return to Faerie isn’t what
she hoped. First, she has to sneak in rather than enter in triumph. Second, she has to
figure out what to do with a certain gargoyle, who still hasn’t forgiven her or her brother
for a major betrayal. Third, she’s pretty sure someone in her grandmother’s court is
trying to kill her. As Reine travels the shadowed paths typically forbidden to those of the
Light Court while evading a hidden, yet clever pursuer, she has to navigate her own
interpersonal complications and face the truth about who and what she truly is.
Otherwise, she’s guaranteed to lose the final battle against the powerful enemy who’s
been pulling the strings all along, and Faerie will never be the same. The Shadowed
Path is the third installment of The Fae Files, a series with magic, wit, and a little bit of
bite. If you like snarky heroines, memorable creatures, and unique magical worlds, then
you’ll love Cecilia Dominic’s spellbinding series. Preorder The Shadowed Path to
pierce the veil today!
ELITE SOLDIER TURNED WEREWOLF Cursed by a blind witch, Special Ops soldier
Jason Wolfe finds himself transforming into a creature of local legend, a lupine referred
to in fearful whispers as Blue Wolf. Faster, stronger, and more lethal, he's the perfect
weapon - but not for the U.S. military. To break the curse, Jason must join a war
between ancient tribal foes: blue werewolves and the formidable White Dragon. In a
battle spanning from the peaks of Central Asia to the valleys of Manhattan, and with the
help of a bookish wizard named Prof Croft, Jason will test the limits of his newfound
powers. Because with the curse now spreading to his mind, he's running out of time and the stakes couldn't be more personal. Win and he returns home to his fianc and a
future. Lose and he dies a bloodthirsty beast... BOOKS IN THE STRANGEVERSE Blue
Wolf Series Book 1: Blue Curse Book 2: Blue Shadow - More to come! Prof Croft Series
Preq 0: Book of Souls Book 1: Demon Moon Book 2: Blood Deal Book 3: Purge City
Book 4: Death Mage
Being a top predator is of little use when you are your own worst nightmare. Michael
Biörn has known this for a thousand years, and he has been running from the ghosts of
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his past ever since.After answering Lieutenant Harrington's call for help, Michael
quickly finds himself in Houston staring at a peculiar crime scene. An expert in
preternatural wildlife, Michael immediately identifies the killer as a werewolf. The
beast's motivation for the killing remains unclear; but one thing is sure, Michael has no
desire to stick his nose in wolf business. After all, the werewolves have hunted down
his kin to the brink of extinction, and as the sole survivor of his kind, he strives to keep a
low profile.Michael's resolve instantly vanishes when he finds Harrington and his wife
savagely murdered in their home. As he sets to unearth the true motivations behind his
friends' assassination, the body count rises, and Michael soon becomes a suspect in
the eyes of the law. But the police are the least of his concerns; the werewolves have
uncovered his true nature, and they are coming for him.
The Fin Series Double FeatureThe Fin: Fate, is only waist deepLee Kager, her twin
brother James, their best friend Adam and their father have been shipwrecked on a
sandbar near the shores of Horseshoe Island. Stranded several miles from the local
shore with no means of communication and the ocean's tide rising fast, the only thing
standing between them and the shore is a shark with an appetite for human flesh. Join
their quest for survival as they fight their way to shore. Inspired by the blockbuster hit,
Jaws. Read the book before you go swimming, and know that fate, is only waist
deep.Matthew Danza (c) 2015 All Rights ReservedThe Finn: Revenge will SurfaceJoin
Lee Kager as her world literally sinks around her on her quest for revenge against the
bloodthirsty shark that still stalks her island a year after the attack. Driven by will for her
loved ones she lost that day and fighting her sanity as she slowly sinks into madness.
Her biggest struggle will be a choice between walking away and endangering those she
still holds dear. They say dig two graves when on a quest for vengeance, however, the
ocean holds no graves and like anything else, revenge will surface.Matthew Danza (c)
2016 All Rights ReservedThe story continues in Full Moon Knights.
The disease has teeth…but the cure could be deadly. As Investigator for the
Lycanthrope Council, Gabriel McCord went above and beyond his official title to keep
werewolf kind out of the public eye. Now he has a new challenge as the liaison to the
Institute for Lycanthrope Reversal, advocating for humans turned werewolf against their
will. The Institute’s controversial “treatment” is nonetheless generally accepted – until
one of the project’s scientists is found murdered at his desk. The suspect list is long:
purists who believe lycanthropism is a non-returnable gift; wolf-borns who want the cure
for their own; and the ethereal Selene Rial, an Institute psychologist who’s lost her
most precious possession to a secret society dedicated to the annihilation of
werewolves. If Gabriel fails to solve this case, the fragile peace between wizards and
lycanthropes could shatter, and his friends’ lives could be ruined. But even if he
succeeds, he has to face the consequences of his heart being pulled in a dangerous
direction – a woman whose secrets could destroy them both. Blood’s Shadow is the
third book in the Lycanthropy Files, an urban fantasy series with the bite of a medical
thriller. Each book is written to be read as a standalone, but you’ll get a fuller
experience if you read them in order. If you like hair-raising mysteries, complex
characters, and stories that blend science and magic, then you'll love being transported
with these transfixing tales. Buy Blood’s Shadow to start or continue this addictive
shifter series today!
The Wolf's ShadowAn Urban Fantasy ThrillerAIBHS
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